
CITY OF MINNEAPOLIS

Minneapolis Homes and 
Long Term Affordable Housing 
Study Overview
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Minneapolis Housing Today
Since 2000, we’ve lost roughly 15,000 housing units that are 

considered affordable to 50% AMI households ($32k – single 
person, $45k – 4 person household)

49% of all Minneapolis households and especially households 
of color or indigenous households are housing cost-
burdened (greater than 30% of income on housing)

Discriminatory policies have impacted the ownership rate of 
black, indigenous, and people of color households
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Minneapolis Homeownership Market
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• Home sale prices continue to increase
• Wages are not increasing at pace with housing costs
• Increases are the most pronounced in the most 

affordable neighborhoods

Price 2018 2019 % Change

Median $233,000 $270,000 15.9%

Average $289,078 $333,249 15.3%

Per Sq. Ft. $185 $214 15.7%

Source: Minneapolis Area REALTORS Local Market Update

City of Minneapolis Homeownership Prices

http://maar.stats.10kresearch.com/docs/lmu/x/Minneapolis?src=map


What is Minneapolis Homes?
Umbrella name for a variety of City of Minneapolis -sponsored 

scattered site housing programs
PROPERTY: City-owned land and buildings that can be used 
towards housing development
FINANCING: Financial tools and assistance to create and sustain 
housing in Minneapolis
EDUCATION: Trainings and educational resources that build 
capacity to access homeownership and development 
opportunities
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Residents, developers, community 
organizations, and council 
members met from to develop 
stra tegies for city-owned vacant 
land, recommendations in 2017

Reserved vacant land in South and 
Northeast Minneapolis for Long 
Term Affordable (LTA) housing

Created a  homebuyer incentive in 
North Minneapolis to encourage 
resident-led development of 
vacant lots

Incorporated equity criteria  into real 
esta te  development funding 
programs
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What are we trying to achieve?
Infill Housing Working Group 



What are we trying to achieve?
Minneapolis 2040
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Eliminate disparities
All communities 

thrive regardless of 
race, country of 

origin, religion, or zip 
code

Affordable and 
accessible housing
All residents will be 
able to afford and 

access quality housing 
throughout the city

More residents and 
jobs

more residents and 
jobs, and all people 

equitably benefit 
from that growth

City Goals from Minneapolis 2040



What are we trying to achieve?
2017 & 2018 Outcomes
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Minneapolis Homes Housing Production



What are we trying to achieve?
Current down payment assistance products
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Long Term Affordable Housing Study

The City of Minneapolis defines Long Term Affordable (LTA) 
housing as housing that remains affordable for at least 30 
years

Launched a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) in 2017
Two providers are currently qualified
RFQ remains open to new proposals
Currently finance 5-10 LTA housing units a year

City is seeking to expand capacity to produce LTA housing
Inclusionary Housing Policy
Financed Minneapolis Homes real estate projects
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Long Term Affordable Housing Study
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Grounded Solutions Network selected through a request for proposals 
process in May 2019. 

Key elements to be included in the study are:
• Literature review about trends for housing affordability
• Market study to clarify options for ensuring affordability in the 

Minneapolis housing market
• Community engagement to gain input about options to build LTA 

capacity in Minneapolis
• Drafting a recommendation for the City Council to consider for 

expanding LTA capacity in Minneapolis

• Kick-off
• First site 

visit

July 
2019

• Research 
models

• Second 
site visit

October 
2019

• Recommendations
• Third site visit

December 
2019



Grounded Solutions Network cultivates communities 
– equitable, inclusive and rich in opportunity –

by advancing affordable housing solutions 
that last for generations.  



Stephanie Reyes
Namon Freeman 

Rick Jacobus
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Agenda

 Why long-term 
affordability?

 How affordable is 
Minneapolis?

 Types of affordable 
home ownership 
programs

 Q&A
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What’s affordable for YOU?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon/Evening, So let's take this context and bring it closer to home. 
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What is Affordable?

% of AMI 2018 Income Limits Affordable Home Price

100% $94,300 $270,000 (median sales price)

80% $71,900 $234,500

60% $56,580 $181,500

50% $47,150 $149,000

30% $28,300 $83,500
Source: 2018 Met Council Income Requirements; Minneapolis Area Realtors (MAR) 

Assumptions:
• Fixed-interest, 30-year home loan
• Interest rate of 5.125%
• A 29% housing debt-to-household income ratio
• A 3.5% down payment
• A property tax rate of 1.25% of the property sales price
• Mortgage insurance at 0.85% of unpaid principal
• $100/month for hazard insurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every year HUD releases the Area Median Incomes for MSA’s across the nation. This number is used to determine income limits for affordable housing programs. So when you hear 80% of AMI it’s referring to an annual income that is 80% of Areas Median Income. In the table above you can see the income limits used by the city of Minneapolis and the subsequent home prices. These affordable prices were calculated using a number of assumptions including….

https://metrocouncil.org/Communities/Services/Livable-Communities-Grants/2017-Ownership-and-Rent-Affordability-Limits.aspx#History
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Are Homes Affordable? 

Source: MN Compass, MAR

$350,000

$181,250

$400,000

$265,000

$175,000

$279,950

$259,000

$189,000

$396,500

$237,500

$250,630

Median Sales Prices 
(May 2018 – May 2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But AMI refers to the entire Minneapolis-St Paul region including area suburbs. Within Minneapolis means vary and so do home prices. Some communities have lower median household incomes, others have higher median incomes., and median home prices have historically reflected that. But prices are rising everywhere and having a significant impact in neighborhoods where incomes are well below the area’s median. And the supply of affordable housing across the city and even in traditionally low cost neighborhoods is dwindling. 
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What is Affordable?
How many homes were available to low- and moderate-income households in 2018? 

Source: MAR – Home sales 2018

Community Homes sold 
in 2018

80% 
<$235k

<60% 
<$182k

50% 
<$149k 

30% 
<$83k

Near-North 357 86.6% 59.4% 28.3% 3.6%
Camden 651 85.4% 57.0% 25.0% 3.4%
Phillips 87 87.4% 48.3% 23.0% 1.1%
Powderhorn 532 49.6% 24.6% 15.2% 3.2%
Calhoun-Isles 484 29.5% 18.0% 7.4% 0.0%
University 200 38.5% 15.5% 7.0% 0.0%
Central 744 23.0% 12.9% 7.1% 0.5%
Nokomis 510 32.9% 10.4% 2.7% 0.2%
North East 717 27.9% 9.1% 1.4% 0.0%
Longfellow 388 29.6% 7.7% 2.6% 0.3%
Southwest 868 11.6% 5.0% 1.7% 0.0%
Total 5,538 39.4% 21.0% 9.3% 1.1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see how the supply of affordable housing across all of the 11 Minneapolis communities varies. At 80% of AMI you can still afford to buy in many areas throughout the city. But for lower-income families earning less than 60% of AMI the opportunities to purchase are minimal. Remember just because these homes are being sold at affordable prices doesn’t mean that the buyers are moderate or low income. Households earning more than 100% of AMI as well as investors, flippers  and the like are also competing for these low cost homes in a growing market like Minneapolis. 
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What is the Affordability Gap?
How much subsidy is needed to make a home affordable?

$234,500 

$181,500 
$149,000 

$83,500 

$35,500 

$88,500 
$121,000 

$186,500 

80% AMI 60% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI

Affordable Price Affordability Gap

$270,000 
Median 
Sales Price

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So given the rising prices of Minneapolis homes what would it take to bring the average house in Minneapolis to a price that was affordable for many of the city’s residents? At 80% of AMI the city would need to provide $35k for every household. And at 50% of AMI again that’s a household earning around $47k the city would need to provide $121k in subsidy. 
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Types of Affordable Homeownership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are the different ways the city can help fill that affordability gap? What are the homeownership programs that are used. 
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The Affordability Gap

$270,000

$181,500

$88,500

Market Price

What a family can afford to buy @ 
60% of AMI? 
Based on the monthly payments a household can afford for 
fixed rate 30-year term 1st mortgage. Additional eligibility 
requirements 

Affordability Gap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s use a family earning 60% of AMI as our example. To be able to afford a house at median price of $270k an affordability gap of $88k
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The Growing Affordability Gap

$

Years

Market Price

Affordable Price

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But that’s just the gap for one family at this moment in time. If Prices continue to go up as they have since the recession and incomes continue to stay relatively flat that Gap will continue to grow. Making it harder and harder to serve the same number of low-income families. So as the gap get’s wider the question is do you fund fewer households at lower incomes or start serving households that have higher incomes and a smaller gap to fill. These are the types of policy questions we have to tackle over the next several months. For the next few minutes we are going to walk through 3 scenarios to explore how programs are structured to close this affordability gap and how they perform over time. 
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Seeking a Fair Balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Programs with lasting affordability seek to find balance among all of those public policy questions. They want to balance community wants and needs with individual wants and needs; ongoing affordability with individual wealth creation; The balance point for each program is different and should be decided on locally. You can– and programs do– move the fulcrum in one direction or the other to best fit your particular goals.
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Seeking a Fair Balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if you want to prioritize community affordability you can. But it doesn’t mean there aren’t individual wealth creation opportunities, it just means that affordability is more important and prioritized.
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Asset Building & Affordability
A Continuum of Strategies

Asset Building Ongoing Affordability

Modified from Jacobus & Lubell. 2007.

Traditional
Homeownership

Forgivable Loan Deferred 
Interest Loan

Affordable
Rental

Long-term Affordable 
Homeownership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And so, in some ways, it may be easier to think of long-term affordability as part of a continuum of asset building and affordability. On the far left hand side, we have programs that emphasize household wealth creation above all else. On the far right side, we have programs that emphasize ongoing affordability above all else. And, long-term affordability, as you may have already guessed, strives to be somewhere in the middle. Today we are going to look at 3 models…Let’s dive into some of these scenarios to explore how these strategies differ.
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Forgivable Loan
Forgiveness: Loan with no expectation of repayment

Initial Purchase 1st Resale @ 7yrs 2nd Resale @ 14yrs 3rd Resale @ 21yrs

Affordability & Sales Price Over Time

Affordable Price Recaptured Subsidy Affordability Gap

$270k

$406k

$610k

$918k

$89k

$181k

$183k

$223k
$275k

$336k

$338k

$580k

*Assumes 6% annual housing inflation and 3% annual income inflation

New subsidy required 
for each buyer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first model is a form of down payment assistance. In this model, the program– whether it be a city or a nonprofit– provides one-time assistance to help a homebuyer purchase a home with no expectation of recapturing and reusing the subsidy. This one time investment can come in the form of a grant or a forgivable loan. In this case the Minneapolis Homes program provides a forgivable loan. So let’s first get our assumptions down. Let’s assume the market continues to grow similar to what it has over the past decade, 6% inflation. That’s a little lower than what we’ve seen since the recession. And assume 3% annual income inflation. This is important because these results would be vastly different if the housing market were to reverse or stabilize. But we are going to assume continued growth for this exercise. So let’s look at an example of how this would play out. In our example, the market value of a starter home in our fictional community is $270,000. But our income eligible homebuyer can only afford a $181,000 home. So, as a program, we provide $89,000 in subsidy to cover the gap between what our buyer can afford and what a home costs. In this case, we are going to structure the subsidy as a forgivable loan. We are going to “forgive” the subsidy and not expect any repayment.So, with our loan, the buyer is able to purchase the $200,000 house.After 7 years, our buyer is ready to sell!In our fictional community, our buyer (now seller’s) home has appreciated and is now valued at $406,000.And they sell the home for the full market value of $406,000.Remember, we structured our subsidy as a grant and so no money comes back to the program upon sale.And our seller walks away with the full market value of their home PLUS the $45,000 initial investment– meaning that they get an above market rate of return. Of course, they won’t pocket all of this money– they will need to pay the outstanding balance on their mortgage, closing costs, etc. out of these funds.But, there are still people in our community who need homes. So, let’s look at what happens when we try to serve another family.The new sales price of our home is $406,000 which is market value– there are no restrictions on the sales priceBut our next buyer can only afford a $223,000 home. Incomes have risen but not as fast as the market.So, we need $183,000 to fill the affordability gap.Because we are using a laon model, no money came back to the program and so we, the program, need to invest $183,000 new dollars to be able to provide an affordable home to the next income eligible buyer. And this trend continues over time, as the market price grows so does the gap. *Minneapolis prices annual inflation 7% since coming out of recession 4% since 2009
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Forgivable Loan
When to Use

Wealth creation

Incentivize challenging 
neighborhoods

Small investments

Limited staff time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forgivable grants are a great wealth building model. On our continuum, it’s at the far left. So, it can be a good tool to use when:Wealth creation is your #1 priority above all else.You are trying to incentivize folks to move from one neighborhood to another. When your investments are small so it’s not appropriate to track and recapture the resources which connects toWhen you have limited staff time to administer your program.
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Deferred Interest Loan
Recapture: Subsidy is recaptured and reused

Initial Purchase 1st Resale @ 7yrs 2nd Resale @ 14yrs 3rd Resale @ 21yrs

Affordability & Sales Price Over Time

Affordable Price Recaptured Subsidy Affordability Gap

$270k

$406k

$610k

$918k

$89k

$181k

$89k

$223k
$275k

$153k

$338k

$336k

*Assumes 6% annual housing inflation and 3% annual income inflation

$94k

$275k

$244k

New subsidy required for 
each buyer

Recaptured 
Subsidy

Recaptured 
Subsidy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking a step to the right on the continuum, towards ongoing affordability, we soft-second mortgages where part or all of the subsidy is recaptured by the program for use in the future. In this diagram, the dark green is what our target households can afford. The orange is what we recapture and the red is what we will still need to raise to fill the future gap.This is Minneapolis’ version of downpayment assistanceLet’s look at our example again. The top part of this chart is the same. A starter home costs $200,000 but our buyer can only afford $155,000. So, we provide them with $45,000 in subsidy so that they can purchase the home. But, this time, we’re going to structure the subsidy as a soft-second mortgage. The buyer won’t make any payments on the second mortgage while they are living in the home, but they are going to return the $45,000 subsidy to the program when they sell. So, let’s fast forward 10 years and see what that looks like. The first two rows are the same. Our buyer (now seller’s) home has appreciated and is now valued at $240,000. And they sell the home for the full market value of $240,000.But now, $45,000– the initial subsidy amount– comes back to the program and the seller walks away with $195,000 before paying off their mortgage, etc.Let’s look at our example again. The top part of this chart is the same. A starter home costs $200,000 but our buyer can only afford $155,000. So, we provide them with $45,000 in subsidy so that they can purchase the home. But, this time, we’re going to structure the subsidy as a soft-second mortgage. The buyer won’t make any payments on the second mortgage while they are living in the home, but they are going to return the $45,000 subsidy to the program when they sell. So, let’s fast forward 10 years and see what that looks like. The first two rows are the same. Our buyer (now seller’s) home has appreciated and is now valued at $240,000. And they sell the home for the full market value of $240,000.But now, $45,000– the initial subsidy amount– comes back to the program and the seller walks away with $195,000 before paying off their mortgage, etc.
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Deferred Interest Loan
When to Use

Moderate markets

Moderate investments

Ability to make up the 
subsidy gap

Moderate staff time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deferred Interest Loans or Soft-second mortgages are probably one of the most common types of homeownership models out there. It can be great:In moderate markets where you don’t expect home prices to increase at rates all that much faster than incomes.With moderate investments when you don’t think it’s fair to ask for more than was invested.When you have the firm ability to be able to fill the growing subsidy gap going forwardAnd when you have more staff time to be able to dedicate to monitoring and recapturing funding.
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Long-Term Affordability
Retention: All subsidy is retained in the home

Initial Purchase 1st Resale @ 7yrs 2nd Resale @ 14yrs 3rd Resale @ 21yrs

Affordability & Sales Price Over Time

Affordable Price Recaptured Subsidy Affordability Gap

$270k

$216K

$267k

$343k
$69k

$181k

*Assumes 6% annual housing inflation and 3% annual income inflation

Sales price is 
affordable at 
60% of AMI --
no subsidy 
needed

$89k

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally we come to Long-term affordability, our example uses a shared equity model similar to that of CLCLT. In this model, all of the subsidy is retained and recycled in the home. You can see that the goal is to never need a new infusion of subsidy. In some ways, we’re forgetting about the market and striving just to keep pace with what’s affordable instead.In all of the previous examples, we’ve given grants or loans to the HOMEBUYER to help them afford their home. With subsidy retention, we use our public resources to WRITE DOWN THE COST OF THE HOME to a price that is affordable to the buyer. In this example, our market price is still $270,000. Our buyer can still only afford $181,000 and so they need $89,000 in subsidy. So, we use that subsidy to write down the cost of the home to $181,000– the affordable price. That becomes the sales price.In all of the previous examples, the seller sold the home on the market and the program helped the next buyer purchase a different home on the market. With shared-equity homeownership, we write down the initial price of the home, remove it from the market, and keep the price affordable through resale restrictions. So, in this example:The new market value of our home is still $406,000 in 7 years. That hasn’t changed.But, our seller isn’t going to sell at the market price. They are going to sell at our resale restricted price of $216,000. In this example, I’m calculating the new sales price by multiplying the appreciation in the market by 25% and adding it to the original sales price. That portion of the equity is what the owner of the original house is allowed to keep – hence equity share. Other programs with long-term affordability often calculate resale based on a fixed rate system using an AMI index. If the market price is $406,000 and our resale restricted price is $216,000, that means that we’ve kept $191,000 of “subsidy” in the home. In fact, our initial investment has grown from $89,000 to $181,000.And our seller walks away with the full resale restricted price of $216,000 before they pay their mortgage, etc.
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Long-Term Affordablility
When to Use

Hot markets

Large investments (even 
in weak markets)

Preserving affordability

Significant staff time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we encourage programs to incorporate lasting affordability when:Your market is so hot you have no chance of keeping up as your affordability gap growsYour investments are so large that it’s not reasonable to think that you will be able to maintain the same pace of investmentWhen preserving affordability is one of your primary goals.You have significant staff resources to dedicate to the program. It’s important to note these homes are not affordable in perpetuity because you say that they are. They remain affordable because you have someone monitoring, enforcing and stewarding the units over time.
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Models in Action
How does the new subsidy required compare?

$0

$100,000

$200,000

$300,000

$400,000

$500,000

$600,000

$700,000

Initial Purchase 1st Resale @ 7 yrs 2nd Resale @ 14yrs 3rd Resale @ 21
years

Forgivable DP Assistance Deferred Interest DP Assistance Long-Term Affordability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s compare these three different models. Each of them has their own pro’s and cons. But if we look specifically at the amount of subisidy required for each homebuyer the program with long-term affordability clearly is the least expensive. The initial homebuyer in all three models requires the same initial subsidy. But with the forgivable and differed interest Loan programs the subsidy required increases substantially at each resale. If the housing market wasn’t appreciating so quickly it would not be so drastic, but when the market is like the one we’ve experience since the recession it’s helpful to be able to retain the subsidy and increased equity in the home to use for future buyers. 
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Models in Action
How does the net profit to the seller compare? 

Forgivable Loan Deferred Interest Loan Long-Term Affordability

1st Buyer 
Resale @ 
7 years

$229,930 $141,430 $50,874

2nd Buyer 
Resale @ 
14 years $383,897 $201,139 $60,694

3rd Buyer 
Resale @ 
21 years $629,231 $293,322 $89,284

*Assumes 6% annual home price inflation, 3% annual income inflation and stable interest rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we just looked at how affordability was maintained over time, let’s see how each model performs in terms of wealth building. You’ll notice that the net proceeds or profit to the seller in the forgivable loan model and the deferred interest loan model, are more than significant. But so is the profit in the model with long-term affordability. If we assume the downpayment  paid by the purchaser is somewhere between 10 and 15k a  50k profit after 7 years doesn’t sound bad does it? And it’s important to point out our example assumes 6% annual home price inflation. For those of you that remember the great recession home prices don’t always go up. So the significant gains that you’re seeing here would look very different in a down market. Programs with long term affordability shield low- and moderate- income buyers from potentially devastating losses. 
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Wealth Generation
Shared Equity Homeownership Program Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To that point the Urban Institute did a study on shared-equity programs across the country. Remember this is just one type of homeownership program with lasting affordability. 
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Wealth Generation
Shared Equity Homeownership Program Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll see that over time the icomes required to purchase the home at resale increased very slightly if at all. Even in extremely hot markets like San Fran and Seattle the change in required income was minimal. But just because the programs remained affordable doesn’t mean that the homeowners weren’t able to capitalize on their investment. 
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Wealth Generation
Shared Equity Homeownership Program Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s think of homeownership as an investment for one second… If the homeowners in those respective programs had taken the money they invested and instead put it into an S&P 500 fund they would have made less money. So in essence their investment performed better than the market in many cases beating it 2 and 3 fold. This study really drives home the point that you don’t have to choose between wealth building and affordability, it is truly a balance. 
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Implementing Long-Term Affordability
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Shared Appreciation Loan
Equity Sharing

Homeowner repays the 
loan plus some share of 
the appreciation in the 
price.

Share of appreciation 
can be calculated based 
on the subsidy share of 
the original home price 
or other formula
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Deed-Restricted Housing
Classic Deed Restriction

Homeowner holds title 
to both the land and the 
home (except condos)

Deed includes restrictive 
covenants limiting the 
resale price for 30-99 
years

Tend to be imbedded 
within larger 
organization or 
government
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Community Land Trusts
Classic CLT

Retains ownership of 
land

Homeowner purchases 
just the improvements

99-year ground lease 
with resale price limit

Tri-partite board

Community Membership
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Limited Equity Cooperatives
Classic LEC

Co-op owns building 
and land underneath

Tenant-shareholders 
own a share in the 
corporation and receive 
a long-term “proprietary 
lease” to their unit

Democratically 
governed by tenant-
shareholders
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Next Steps
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Q&A



Thank You For Your Time

Thank you for joining today’s session!

Contact us:
Namon Freeman: nfreeman@groundedsolutions.org

Stephanie Reyes: sreyes@groundedsolutions.org
Rick Jacobus: rick@streetleveladvisors.com

mailto:nfreeman@groundedsolutions.org
mailto:sreyes@groundedsolutions.org
mailto:rick@streetleveladvisors.com
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